
How to Be A Successful 
Exhibitor at Any Trade 

Show 

———————————— 

I’ve been exhibiting at trade shows for quite some time. I 
have had my fair share of excellent shows in which we 
were extremely successful- and I’ve vended at some that 
we weren’t. At each show, I not only experimented with 
different techniques, to bring in the crowds, but had the 
opportunity to study my neighbors and exhibits around. 
This aided me in developing a formula to be a successful 
exhibitor at ANY trade show I attend. 
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First it starts with perspective, by looking at each trade 
show as a unique marketplace. The specific combination 
of exhibits and vendors, makes each show different! 
There will never be the same like it! Your neighbors will 
change, the attendees will change...  however, if you 
follow these simple tips - you will more than likely be 
successful - and even profit greatly! 

This guide is written to help aid those new and old to 
Expo vending. It does not guarantee success. Many 
factors come into play - i.e. if the Expo Team  has 
properly advertised and brought in attendees, what type 
of show it is and what type of exhibit you offer (your 
goods and services). 

These are simply my personal techniques that I 
follow, forged from my personal experience of trial 
and error. I simply wish to share my knowledge with 
you to help make any show you attend be the very 
best it can be. 

To get things started, let’s talk about the theme of the 
expo you’re applying for.  

Tip #1: Make sure the services and/or goods you 
offer matches the theme of the Expo 

Does the attendee demographic meet your typical 
clientele? For example: we once offered astrology and 
natal birth charts (a personalize map based off of time 
and location of the child’s birth within the universe. This 
detailed map explains various attributes, traits and life 
goals the individual will start to display as they grow older, 
giving parents tips as to why certain behavior patterns 
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would arise for their children, and how to best handle 
them). We sold these charts for only $20, at a expo 
themed around new parents, babies and families. 

At first, we thought it was a great idea because we 
assumed lots of people want to see what the stars have in 
store for their children! We were very wrong- this resulted 
in a huge loss for us. We only sold five charts the entire 
weekend - not even making up the cost of the booth! We 
had an excellent product but the show just wasn’t a fit. 

Where we failed was not paying attention to who our 
typical customers are. Those that are interested in our 
line of work, display more spiritual attributes - while many 
of the attendees at this expo were not spiritual in anyway. 
Our product was viewed more of a novelty item and 
attendees had very little interest in it. The following year I 
vended at the same expo, however, this time I was an aid 
for my sister and her newborn photography business. I 
used many of the other techniques outlined in this essay 
and we were a huge success! 

You have a great product and/or service- now learn how 
to sell it! 

Tip #2: Know the ins & outs of your exhibit! 

This will help you be comfortable in marketing your 
product. Familiarize yourself with all the aspects of your 
exhibit, so you can naturally and confidently inform people 
about your goods- thus making a sale! Be sure to have a 
partner there to help you, this allows you to reach more 
people instead of being focused on only one customer at 
a time. Make sure your partner knows all about the 
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products, services, and specials you are offering. Make 
them comfortable, by being knowledgeable on what they 
are selling. 

Confidence is crucial in sales! 

Tip #3: Have a partner or a mini-team of people 
to help you! 

Pointed out in Tip #2, this gets you maximum exposure. 
You want to be able to engage the attendees and make 
them feel welcomed! This point is especially important for 
all readers, healers and coaches. While you may be 
working with a customer for 10 to 15 minutes, your 
partner will be able to bring in the customers, answer any 
questions they may have and engage with them.  

At one expo, my partner did the readings while I stood in 
the front of our booth and talk to as many people as I 
could. This gave us an advantage and we generated a 
waiting list of over three hours for 10 minute tarot card 
readings.  

I was able to answer peoples questions, give them a 
rundown as to what they would expect from receiving a 
reading with us, as well as having a sign-up sheet. In my 
sign-up sheet there was a section to collect phone 
numbers, so the attendees would be able to enjoy the rest 
of the fair. This also freed me up to be able to engage 
with more potential clients. I would summon them back 5 
to 10 minutes before it was their turn, so we always had a 
paying customer in the chair. Many of our customers 
didn’t mind waiting if the previous reading ran a little 
longer than expected because they knew that they would 
get the same treatment. 
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Having a sign-up sheet is extremely important 
because it allows you to collect email addresses. 
Email addresses are very important because you can 
create lasting customers who then becomes repeat 
customers post-show. 

Tip #4: Greet everyone that passes by your 
booth! 

During the expo, there is so many people, things 
happening, and exhibits to look at- so be sure to grab the 
attendees’ attention by saying “good morning“ or even a 
simple “hello“ with a smile! Don’t forget to smile!! 

Reduce the chance the guests may overlook you and 
your booth by simply greeting them. This short inception 
of their attention will get them to stop and see what you 
have to offer. Don’t be afraid to ask if they want a “Reiki 
session“ or a “divinatory reading“. The few seconds you 
have their undivided attention- reel ‘em in and show them 
what you have to offer! 

Tip #5: Trade Show Etiquette 

This is huge! I found not many exhibitors follow this one-
but personally I find it crucial to a successful show. Stand 
out from the crowd, dress up- maybe even put your high 
heels on! This is a once-in-a-lifetime marketplace, so 
dress the part! Be professional and confident. This will 
draw attention on you and your product. Make yourself 
look good and your products and services will shine! 
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Be sure to give any friends, family or help you have 
during the expo this memo! Psychologically, people tend 
to purchase and spend more money with people who 
dress up a little rather than someone wearing a T-shirt 
and slippers.  

Regardless of your attire- confidence is very important! I 
have found in my experience that standing at the 
entrance of my booth draws the attention of those I need 
to reach. 

Keep your booth neat, tidy and clean! Now I know this 
sounds like a given but please follow... 

Tip #6: Booth Up-Keep 

Have a designated place for your water bottles, food and 
personal belongings (preferably under a table – hidden 
from the line of sight). don’t Don’t DON’T Leave soda 
cans or food on your display table! This is a huge turn off - 
leave your display for products, merchandise and signs. 

Most trade shows are at least eight hours each day – in 
order to maximize your time spent marketing to 
attendees- pack a lunch! Bring snacks, finger food or fruit 
– something that you can eat quickly to replenish yourself. 
If you have to take a full on food break - try to take it 
outside the hall away from your booth. Trust me, people 
don’t want to watch you eat. (This is where having a 
partner helps! One can “man the booth“ while the other 
takes a break). 

OHM Expo is a plant-based holistic show. We highly encourage that 
your meals be wholesome and healthy. Please do not bring fast 
food into the exhibition hall. If you do choose to eat a meal that’s 

not aligned to the show values, out of respect to the attendees and 
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neighboring exhibitors we encourage you to eat outside of the main 
show hall. 

*Remember to keep breaks short, expo time should be a 
time to market yourself and your product to as many 
people as you can- time away from your Booth is time 
way from potential customers! 

Now that we have started talking about booths, let’s get 
to... 

Tip #7: Booth Presentation...  

As I mentioned in the above paragraphs, there will be so 
many things to look at. Have your booth stand out from 
the crowd, with lots of colors, making it attractive and 
appealing! Attendees pick up the energy of the Show and 
become very excited with the hustle and bustle. So put 
some thought into possibly investing in a sign that attracts 
people to your booth. This may or may not be necessary. 
We have vended at some shows and did not have a vinyl 
banner and we’re still successful. Use your discretion and 
best judgement to whether you choose to invest in one or 
not. (Aiea Copy Center, on O'ahu, offers 2‘ x 5‘ vinyl 
banners for only $25). This allows people to know exactly 
what you and your booth is all about at a quick glance!  

As flashy as your booth is, don’t forget to engage anyone 
that comes your way! They’ll be more inclined to buy 
something from you because you have just developed a 
personal connection! 

Let’s get into the types of things you can do prior to big 
event day! 
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Tip #8: Promote 

Having a special coupon, product or “Event Show 
Special” helps your booth stand out from other exhibits. 
Also helps build hype and excitement and makes 
attendees want to visit your booth! Does the expo have a 
social media page? Utilize it to your advantage! Post a 
booth number you’re at, how excited and looking forward 
to the event you are, and what you have to offer! This 
starts to develop a relationship with you in the attendees 
making them excited about how they “heard of you” prior 
to Event Day! 

Allow your OHM Expo Team to promote and bring in the 
crowd, however, you can do your part by spreading the 
word that you’re an Exhibitor! Send out an email 
campaign in your newsletters, post it on your social media 
feed and tell your family & friends! Invite them come to 
the Expo to support you! 

Did you know about the home directory the OHM Expo 
Team created? It’s called OHMfuss. It’s a way to the take 
the OHM Expo home with you and can be found at 
OHMFuss.com 

Here you are welcome to create a business listing with all 
your information, contact info, photos and OHM Expo 
Show Specials!  

It’s free and easy to create a listing, and everyone is 
welcome to make one! 
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Some other tips that I have never personally tried, but 
some exhibitors swear by: 

- Having a raffle or a giveaway at your booth. This helps 
you collect email addresses and attracts people to your 
exhibit. 

- Does the show have offer presentations to attendees? 
If it does (like all OHM Expos), get a time slot and use it 
to talk about your product, use it for demonstrations, or 
anything else you can think of! The OHM Expo 
provides the playing field for you to think up and 
imagine endless possibilities!  

No idea is too big! We encourage you to think outside the 
box and let us know what you want to do at the show.  

We’re more than happy to work with you in bringing 
the newest ideas, inventions and experiences to the 
local community! 

Much love and aloha, 
The OHM Expo Team 
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